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distorted perspective" of what constitutes being human

and reduces human breedingto*ammalhusbandry.". ;
A conference of theologians last-'jyear condemned'
such genetic engineering, saying it wrongly presumes
"the power to decide what kind of human beings are
The very fact that racist Dr. William Shocktey is
involved in it should give a clue as to the nature of the
California experiment aimed at producing "superintelligent" humans tru-ough artificial means^- /
The narrow-minded viewpoint of the very men
planning the venture is proof in itself of its folly.. The
project isrto use the sperm from Nobel Priie winners to
produce mentally superior offspring. This is not a new
idea; Hitler had the same germ of thought and he was
ho Nobel Prizisit
-• " • : J ,\
The tendency.'is'to become emotional over all this
and many already have;, branding the scheme; Naziism,
racism, elitism and assorted and sundry other isms. So
in the interest of not resorting to quick, passionate
reaction, we present here some of the reasoned
responses to the project
The Rev.1. Robert-Nelson, a theologian-ethicist of
-Boston University, said, according.to the Associated
Press, "The idea-that you can breed superior people the
same way you breed superior cattle inevitably leads to.
a doctrine of super-race ...." /what it amounts to is.an
engineered elitism." It "has" he said, a. "very limited,,

desired.and' what are not" and assesses them for
"instrumental value" not their "intrinsic value."
We happen to like the reasoning of Father Richard
MeCorrnick of Georgetown University's Kennedy
Institute. for Ethics: It raises a whole scenario of
frightful/ problems," among them it- presumes "a
preference fc* technical intelligence oyer other
qualities such as moral sensitivity.

He said that anyone
»hyo: opposing such sterilization, to
be consistent, mujst also oppose capital punishment,
ab\)rtkm and "in vitro" experimentation.
"We jnust be consistent injour response^tOaUfprms
of injustice,'' he said in a letter to d%cesans. "We can
learn to be pro-life jaabss the board."

. ^And, Religious News Service reports, Dr: Paul
Ramsey Princeton. University religion department
made a very cogent point when he said, "The human
race needs compassion more than it needs intelligence"
and said, that he Would rather, see more, people like
-Mother Teresa than those with .the "arrogance" of Dr.
Shockiey.

. This is a theme! we have (often expounded on and
which, frankly, many fail to endorse. If one is pro-life
in the case of the unborn, and everyone should be,
how can one theni support death in the issue of capital
punishment? The reverse also holds. If those who see
the -death/penalty as the ultimate violation of human
rights, don't also c ppose the killing of the unborn then
theirpremiseisquijstionable.! •

Why then, if so many can see through the superficiality of the project, has it gotten this far?. Probably,
for two reasons; we all have ah inordinate respect for
scientific intelligence; a society that has already gone
With such reproductive travesties as abortion on
.demand has already been.made vulnerable for succeeding-stepis into immoral: tinkering.
-.-'»•
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Bishop Wiiterfft Sullivan of Richmond, in announcing his support of the repeal of Virginia's involuntary sterilization laws,used the occasion to make
several cogent, related poiftts.
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